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This calming CD allows you to open up to the miraculous power of the angels. Doreen Virtue leads

you through a powerfully healing Angel Therapy session. Youâ€™ll work with archangels to release

old blocks and toxins; cut cords of fear; heal past-life issues; and gain confidence, courage, and

clarity about your lifeâ€™s purpose and relationships.
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Doreen Virtue's new audio meditation cd "Angel Therapy Meditations" is a GREAT meditation cd. I

highly reccommend it to anybody that has a strong connection or wants to have a stronger

connection with their guardian angels and the Archangels. In this meditation cd, Doreen guides you

gently in releasing any stress, worries, and tension to the angels. Then you work with the loving

archangels such as Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Gabriel, Archangel Uriel,

Archangel Ariel, Archangel Raguel, and Archangel Raziel. In this meditation, you work with the

angels in getting clarity of your life's purpose, increasing confidence, releasing fears, and healing

any problem that needs healing. You work closely with Archangel Michael in cutting cords to fear,

and worry. Doreen also provides some powerful affirmations such as "It is safe for me to receive"

and "It is safe for me to love and be loved." It is a beauitful cd. After you listen to it, you will feel good

and uplifted. Hope you give this meditation cd a chance.Angel Blessings!

This meditation touches every area, when you are done you will notice that your vibrations and your

energy have completely shifted. I have worked with most of Doreen's meditation CDs and love them



all but this one is very special because I noticed an immediate effect after the first time I did it. I tend

to absorb vibes and energies from other people and this meditation helped me release them all. I

highly recommend it even if all you want is relax and let go of stress and tension and you might get

a pleasant surprise when you discover some unexpected benefits from this meditation.

I agree with one of the other reviews written... That this CD is Very similar to the Audio CD "Angel

Medicine". If you like to collect everything Doreen Virtue releases, then by all means, this is a worthy

investment. However.. If you prefer to pick and choose so as to have a collection of nothing but

incredible material you will go to time and time again, I would suggest choosing Doreen's "Angel

Medicine" instead of this one. Angel Medicine offers a much more relaxing, complete, interesting,

engaging, thorough and beautiful meditation session with the Angels than this CD.I am a huge fan

of Doreen Virtue, which is why I purchased this, but to be honest, I have to say, it isn't one of her

best works. There are many other releases by Doreen that I absolutely love, and reach for again

and again, but this isn't one of them,and that's simply because she has so many others that just

offer so much more.On a Positive note however... if you are new to Connecting with your Angels, or

Angel meditations, you may like this as a beginner. Doreen does take sufficient time in the

beginning of the meditation to introduce you to each and every Archangel, and to explain to you

what each of their own unique healing powers are, and how they can help you, and it is very

beneficial to be able to visualize what each Archangel appears like, and what their powers are

before entering into the meditation, as it helps you to feel more connected and makes it easier to

work with the Angels. And if you are just starting out working with the Angels, you may find this CD

a little less "involved". But I still recommend eventually moving into the 'Angel Medicine" Cd when

you feel comfortable enough to do so.

The meditations work wonderfully.The visualizations are powerful.Couldn't recommend it more!

I am very pleased with the meditation technique that she uses, its part therapist and part spiritual

teacher. She gives the listener gentle and thorough ways to make significant life changes. I found it

very helpful indeed.

I own every one of Doreen Virtues' Audio's. I have to emphatically say that this is the most complete

therapy that I have ever listened to. After the first listen - I felt different. Now I am on my 10th listen

and I still feel clearing, releasing, and healing. Its such a comfortable experience to know that you



are healing just by little tingles in your stomach, your chest, and your throat. It is my belief that you

WILL notice a difference and you will receive an energy shift by listening to this. You will notice little

by little healing taking place on a rather constant and consistent basis.

I am a great fan of Doreen Virtue but as I already owned the "Angel Medicine" CD I found this too

similar to it to warrant owning both. If you dont already have one of Doreen's CD then yes this one is

a great buy, you will be very relaxed after it.

Once again, Doreen Virtue has created a wonderful product in the Angel Therapy Meditations CD.

The CD is very relaxing and sometimes does help me drift off to sleep, but I believe that, even while

sleeping, the CD is helping me out. I try to listen to it almost every night before bed so I can end my

day on a happy note and know that my angels will be with me through the night and into the next

day.
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